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SOUND 
EPFECTS 

IN STEREO 
SIDE 1 SIDE 2 

1. CHINESE NEW YEAR 1. SEA LIONS 
2. CAR CRASH, SCREAMING TIRES 2. AFRICAN ELEPHANTS 
3. DYNAMITE BLASTING 3. CHICKEN COOP 
4. 707 JET STARTING UP ENGINES 4. TURKEYS 
5. 707 JET TAXIING 5. BANTAM ROOSTERS 
6. HEAVY DUTY MOTORS 6. GEESE AND DUCKS 

(with circuit breakers closing) 7. COW BARN 

7. COAL HOIST WINCH ROOM 8. SHEEP, GOATS, LAMBS, KIDS 
8. HELICOPTER 9. PIGS AND PIGLETS 
9. FENCING LESSON 10. GUINEA PIGS 

10. MAN ON CONCRETE STAIRS 11. PUPPIES IN PET SHOP 
11. WOMAN ON WOODEN STAIRS 12. PIGEONS 
12. LAWNMOWER 13. CHIMPS IN PET SHOP 

13. SHOVELING SCRAP METAL 14. MOURNING DOVES IN PET SHOP 

14. SHOVELING SNOW 15. DOG POUND 
15. SHOVELING SAND 16. BROOK 
16. RESTAURANT SOUNDS 17. WALKING IN SNOW 

17. TRAY OF DISHES CRASHING 18. CHILDREN IN PLAYGROUND 
18. SEA GULLS, STATEN ISLAND FERRY 19. BABY CRYING 
19. MANTEL CLOCK STRIKING 20. BABY SNEEZING, LAUGHING, PLAYING 

20. ELEVATOR AND GATE 21. SHUFFLING, DEALING CARDS 

21. SLOT MACHINE 22. THROWING DICE 

22. “BOINGS”’ 23. HANDBALL 

RO > . DRIBBLING BASKETBALL 23. POGO STICK 

—£— 24, CALLIOPE: ‘DIXIE’ (PD) 



SOUND EFFECTS 
Checked your sound sensitivity lately? No...we’re not being 
facetious. Everybody is exposed to sound. Most folks hear it 
from one end of day to the other. But how many actually listen ? 
A continuous chorus of assorted two-dimensional sound ac- 

companies people as they go about the business of daily living. 
It starts with a solitary alarm clock ringing early in the morning 
and continues with successive sounds like water running in the 
shower, zippers closing on clothing, the refrigerator door opening 
and closing, the clatter of breakfast dishes and silver, perhaps 
the first “zup” as the lips touch a cup of steaming coffee, the 
slam of the front door, the elevator door lurching open and shut, 
automobile horns, grinding bus motors, the roar of the subway, 
the staccato clicks of ladies’ heels on the sidewalk, idle chitchat 
in the office building elevator, the ring of your telephone, the 
clack of a typewriter, and so on throughout the day and night. 
We're exposed to and hear all these. But most of us don’t listen 
to them in their pure, undiluted form. 

duced synthetically. Hand crushing of cellophane produced the 
sound of a crackling fire or eggs frying; hollow rubber cups 
created the effect of a galloping horse; rubbed sandpaper gave 
an impression of scraping feet. The sound effects man’s bag of 
tricks was virtually limitless, although things were seldom what 
they appeared to be to the uninitiated ear. High fidelity has 
changed all this. Skilled sound engineering, expert microphone 
placement, use of supersensitive equipment and electronic know- 
how have enabled man to catch up with himself when it comes to 
capturing the sounds that fill his daily life. 

These sound effects cover a wide range of sounds, ranging from 
airplane to elevator motors, from a laughing baby to grunting 
livestock, from the crunch of deep snow to the brittle crash of 
breaking dishes. Etched with overwhelming realism through 
guaranteed high fidelity techniques. each sound has a thrilling 
“you are there” impact. Clear your audio palette as you embark Traditionally, sound effects in radio 

SIDE A 

1. CHINESE NEW YEAR—Plenty of action here, with fervent 
gongs and drums and bursting firecrackers providing an au- 
thentic backdrop for the enthusiasm of both children and 
adults. 

2. CAR CRASH, SCREAMING TIRES—The horror of sudden 
disaster, with screaming brakes, shrieking tires, the inevitable 
explosion of metal hurling against metal, the sound of a car 
body rocking back and forth after the impact—all are etched 
vividly in this terrifying sequence. 

3. DYNAMITE BLASTING—A series of earth-shaking booms, 
the scattering of debris and sounds of heavy machinery are 
heard as dynamite charges are set off deep in the earth—so 
realistic in effect that it may tempt you to head for quieter 
regions. 

4. 707 JET STARTING UP ENGINES—You hear it at inter- 
national airports everywhere, high-pitched whistling of air 
blasts as engine exhausts mount ina rising crescendo prepar- 
atory to a roaring take-off. 

5. 707 JET TAXIING—Engines roar and whine in deafening 
unison, power is increased and the giant transport moves 
smoothly down the runway to zoom into the wild blue yonder. 

6. HEAVY DUTY MOTOR (with circuit breakers closing)— 
Even as a machinist would, you'll recognize the crack and 
slap of this large circuit breaker and the familiar sound of a 
powerful motor as it starts up and begins to drive a big load. 

7. COAL HOIST WINCH ROOM—A graphic sound picture of 
a bucket moving coal from a barge and dropping it into a 
chute as the alternating sounds of powerful motors and brakes 
provide precise punctuation. 

8. HELICOPTER—From helikos (spiral) and pteron (wing), 
and proving there's no other aircraft sound like whirling 
helicopter blades as they sputter, throb and pull the craft 
up from the earth. 

9. FENCING LESSON—Parry and thrust, on guard and touche. 
From the precise click and deflection of the blades you can 
tell who is the master and who the student. 

10. MAN ON CONCRETE STAIRS—Only the echo of footsteps 
shuffling up and pounding down concrete steps, but a sound 
image that remains fixed in the memory even without a plot. 

11. WOMAN. ON WOODEN STAIRS—A precise lady, judging 
by the way she walks up and down these stairs. Only a mere 
Suggestion, and yet perhaps an accurate impression of a 
soul with a carefully-planned existence. 

12. LAWNMOWER—Hand affair. Sounds almost ancient, what 
with gasoline and electric machines. But the sound is a not- 
unpleasant reminder that hand power is sometimes more 
reliable. 

13. SHOVELING SCRAP METAL—Seems hard to believe that 
from this untidy cacophony can emerge a little man who 
manages comfortably to earn a mighty tidy living. 

14. SHOVELING SNOW—A crunching shovel...the snow flies 

through the air. Doesn't listening to it remind you of that 
miserable, long, cold spell last winter? 

15. SHOVELING SAND—Something rugged about the grating 
shovel as it scoops up coarse sand, scraping particles off the 
cement and then launching a batch through the air almost as 
if released to freedom. 

16. RESTAURANT SOUNDS—Ham on rye, scotch on the 
rocks, gravy on a bed of roast beef, forks and knives and 
glassware clattering, conversation on the loose—all are effec- 
tively captured in this typical ‘‘scene."’ 
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17. TRAY OF DISHES CRASHING—But even in the most well- 
ordered establishment there's many a slip ‘twixt the cup and 
the lip, and an inevitable culinary disturbance. 

18.. SEA GULLS, STATEN ISLAND FERRY—Listening to these 
Strident mariners, you can almost smell the salt, feel the 
spray and be refreshed by the cooling effects of this favorite 
form of recreational transportation. 

19. MANTEL CLOCK STRIKING—Methodical in its tick, nos- 
talgic in its resonant chime. venerable in its age, this chron- 
icler is always a pleasant reminder of time. 

20. ELEVATOR AND GATE—You can almost detect the ‘‘Der- 
sonality’’ of the building as the metal door slides shut with a 
bang and the unique hum of the elevator motor signifies that 
wertical transportation is under Way. 

1. SLOT MACHINE—Coin in slot, coin falling down the chute, 
the mighty pull of a lever, whirling rotors spinning and stop- 
ping one ata time—in wrong combination! All to remind one 
of the error of one’s ways, until the rush of coins spells a lucky 
pay-off. 

22. ‘‘BOINGS’’—The twanging of a single, taut metal strand 
as it is plucked and vibrates. How else can one describe their 
reactions...or reactors? 

23. POGO STICK—Only junior and the manufacturer. would 
ordinarily recognize this unique thump and spring, the take- 
off and landing in an unorthodox, though entertaining, means 
of locomotion. 

24. CALLIOPE—Wheeze and whistle, in. shrill consonance 
and dissonance, inspire a reminiscent mood as this rare, old 
instrument jubilantly announces itself to be still in the 
running. 

SIDE B: 

®® 1. SEA LIONS—With their barks, snorts. coughs and splashes 
as they churn around, these veterans of the sea coast make 
the water sound mighty inviting. 

ow 2. AFRICAN ELEPHANTS—Rumbling and roaring, trumpeting 
and blasting, the goliaths of the jungle will make you glad 
you never became a big game hunter. 

3. CHICKEN COOP—Mighty busy time of it, these creatures | 
have, as they cluck and cackle, raising a fowl din almost as if 
they were convinced of the importance of their activities. 

4. TURKEYS—With familiar deep-throated gobble plus some 
less well known sounds, these denizens of the farm seem to 
announce how proud they are about being top kick at Thanks- 
giving time. 

5. BANTAM ROOSTERS—High-pitched and well aware of their 
Status, these creatures will make you feel the atmosphere of 
the country early of a morning. 

6. GEESE AND DUCKS—Honking and quacking in caco- 
phonic duets, these barnyard mates make it quite clear that 
they come in different sizes, shapes and demeanor as they 
strut past in proud procession. 

7. COW BARN—Old Boss has a ball as her soft lowing and 
loud bellowing fill the shed, alternating with stomps and 
clomps in the dark confines of the place. 

8. SHEEP, GOATS, LAMBS, KIDS—Here's a study in 
‘‘ba-a-a’s’’ and bleats as members of the woolly species and 
their offspring proclaim their desire for recognition. 
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on an extraordinary adventure in sound effects. 

9. PIGS AND PIGLETS—Lows and highs, deep grunts and 
shrill squeaks make it quite apparent that every pig has his 
own particular personality. 

10. GUINEA PIGS—Much ado here as these little furry crea- 
tures utter their shrill shrieks and scurry to and fro frenziedly. 
Junior knows them well. 

#™11. PUPPIES IN PET SHQP—Yaps, yips and yelps... Funny, 
isn't it, how these irresistible creatures manage to attract 
attention? Makes you want to go right in and buy. 

12. PIGEONS — Stuttering and cooing, the unmistakable 
sound of their fluttering wings, the antics of the birds as they 
fly around their coop provide some arresting sounds for the 
microphones. 

13. CHIMPS IN PET SHOP—Scream and chatter, bang and 
bump are the order of the moment as these new members of 
the pet shop family register their outrage for all comers. 

14. MOURNING DOVES IN PET SHOP—The soft call of doves 
is heard as it rises above the din of puppy and chimp vocaliza- 
tion, sad but infinitely moving. 

15. DOG POUND—Homeless and frightened, seeking atten- 
tion noisily, they'll break your heart, especially the mournful 
old fellow who's still hoping for someone to save him from 
oblivion... 

16. BROOK—You wouldn't think a little country stream could 
kick up such a ruckus, but it does here, swollen by thawed 
Snow and rushing over its rock-studded course like big-time 
rapids. 

17. WALKING IN SNOW—Carefully, foot before foot, crunch 
following on crunch as the snow gives way and telescopes deep 
to the ground. 

18. CHILDREN IN PLAYGROUND — Laughing, taunting, 
screaming and seeking to outdo one another, these youngsters 
prove that when they're at ease their fun is in direct ratio to 
the noise they make. 

19. BABY CRY!ING—No doubt about the intensity of this 
fellow's objections. He wants attention, whether it's night or 
day. 

20. BABY SNEEZING, LAUGHING, PLAYING—This toddler is 
much easier on mom and pop, going seriously about the busi- 
ness of playing, and taking things stoically, even a sneeze. 

» 21. SHUFFLING, DEALING CARDS—A comforting reminder 
that hopes spring eternal in the new deal, whether it’s with the 
boys in the back room or with the Joneses at bridge. 

22. THROWING DICE—Roll the dice, man, baby needs a... 
But why should you know what baby needs? Just listen to 
those ivoriés clattering across the table. 

23. HANDBALL—Soft palm on hard rubber ball, ricochet of the 
ball from the backboard and echo of the ball as it bounces off 
the floor. It makes for a fascinating study of contained echoes. 

24. DRIBBLING BASKETBALL—A vividly realistic staccato 
beat of the basketball as its carrier steers it down the court 
and passes the spectator, then moves on towards the opposite 
end of the floor. 
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TECHNICAL DATA (RIAA) 
TOTAL FREQUENCY RANGE STEREOPHONIC RECORDING 

This recording was made on a 2-channel stereophonic Ampex Tape Recorder, 
Model 350-2 with modified Ampex Model 350 electronics. Telefunken, RCA and 
Electro-Voice microphones were used to achieve maximum presence and clarity. 
Equalization was added, in order to make more prominent certain of the original 
elements which had been deliberately under-recorded because of their extreme 
dynamic range. Thus was accomplished a maximum signal-to-noise ratio without 
over-saturation or distortion of the original master tape. Note that this record, 
because of the care taken in equalization, will properly play on any phonograph 
without undue manipulation of tone or loudness controls. Also, because of the 
high modulation or level of recording, this recording can be played at a lower 
level on your playback equipment, thereby measurably reducing the feedback 
problems within the listening room. The edited 2-track stereophonic master tape 
was transferred to stereo acetate masters on a Scully automatic, variable, lateral 
and vertical pitch lathe wih a Westrex stereophonic cutting head, with special 
feedback electronic circuitry driven by custom, 200 watt amplifiers. 

We take particular pride in the fact that the signal-to-noise ratio herein ex- 
ceeds 65 decibels, and in transference from original master tape to this record- 
ing the loss is less than 1 decibel, and that, as a matter of fact, the surface of 
this pressing is lower than the natural tape hiss of the original master tape. One 
can actually hear, by turning up the treble control, the point (between bands) at 
which the recording tape ends and the paper leader-tape enters, at which time, 
of course, the tape hiss on this recording suddenly stops. In order to achieve 
this amazing quality of reproduction, every step in the process from the original 
performance, through recording, to transfer from tape to acetate master, the 
electroplating of the acetate master, the plating of a metal master, the plating 
of the matrix to malds or stampers, and the pressing on the purest possible vinyl, 
must be engineered with maximum care to avoid any losses or accumulation of 
extraneous sounds of whatever nature. 

This recording that you now have in your hands truly represents a miracle in 
stereophonic sound and is a perfect copy of the most perfect and painstakingly 
engineered recording. 

While the total frequency range of 20 cps to 20,000 cps on this record may not 
be within the range of ordinary human hearing, nevertheless, inspection of the 
grooves with a microscope will show the etchings of the upper dynamic frequen- 
cies. It is the opinion of the manufacturer that if these frequencies were omitted 
from this record a certain warmth of tone that is felt and sensed rather than heard 
would be lost. 

Although any 33/3 RPM stereophonic record playback equipment may be used 
in playing this recording, it is recommended that playback equipment of extreme 
wide range and fidelity be used so that the recording may be enjoyed to its utmost. 

Signal to Noise Ratio 65 + DB 

Channel Separation 30 + DB 

Low Frequency Limit 20 CPS 

High Frequency Limit 20,000 CPS 

Crossover 500 CPS 

Rolloff 13.75 DB at 10,000 CPS 

Executive Producer: HERMAN D. GIMBEL 

Project Coordinator: HAROLD DRAYSON 
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